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1 Introduction

In the present paper, we consider certain problems of extension of a
Riemannian metric on a closed submanifold to the whole. Similar problems
in metrizable spaces were discussed in [2Γ\, [5J.

Let N be an ^-dimensional submanifold of an ^-dimensional, differentiable
manifold M. N is said to be a closed submanifold if (a) it is set-theoretically
closed, and (b) the topology of N as a manifold coincides with the relative
topology of N in M. Let & be a Riemannian metric on N. By a C'-extension
of h to M is meant a Riemannian metric g of M, of class Cs, if the restriction
of g to N is h.

We shall first concern with a general case for extension of a Riemannian
metric on a closed submanifold (Section 2) and then prove that if M is
separable and connected and N is a connected closed submanifold of M, then
there exists a (7-extension g of h so that N is totally geodesic in a strong
sense under g (Section 3).

It is known that each separable, connected differentiable manifold has a
bounded (or complete) Riemannian metric \JΓ\. We shall show that if M is
connected and a Riemannian metric h of a (not necessarily connected) closed
submanifold is bounded (or complete), there exists a bounded (or complete)
extension of h (Section 4, 5).

2 General Case

PROPOSITION Let M be an m-dimensional, separable, differentiable manifold
of class Cr(r^> 1), and let N be a closed submanifold of class (7+ 1(0<is:^r — 1)
with a Riemannian metric h of class Cs. Then there exists a Cs-extension of h
to M.

PROOF. The condition (b) of a closed submanifold implies that each
point p of N belongs to a coordinate neighborhood U in M with a coordinate
system {uι,u2, • ,um} such that the set Nί\U is defined by the equations

un+ι __ Q? 5 um = Q ( j n ^ e f o n o w i n g w e shall call such a coordinate system a
canonical coordinate system of M with respect to AT.) The restriction of h to
NίΛϋ is expressed by a positive definite symmetric tensor ha (£, ; = 1, 2, ..., «)
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of class Cs. Then we define a metric on U by

h, \ 0

0 δ\a

On the other hand, we define a Riemannian metric of class Cs in the open
submanifold M—N. Smoothly unifying these metrics defined on C/'s and
M-iV by a partition of unity (e.g. pΓ], pp. 104-105), we get a desired
Cs-extension. Q. E. D.

We shall slightly generalize Proposition. A subset of a differentiate
manifold M is said to be a piecewise Cs-differentiate linear graph in M if it is
the image of a linear graph L under a homeomorphism which is Cs-diffeo-
morphic on each edge of L.

Let N be a closed submanifold of M and L '̂s piecewise Cs-differentiable
linear graphs in M. We shall call the set N\J(\JLξ) a closed submanifold with
branches if it satisfies the following conditions:

(a) Lξ r\ (\jLζ) = 0 for every ?,

(b) Lξί\N is the set of endpoints of Lξ,
(c) the tangent vector of Lξ at each of its endpoints does not touch N9

(d) the degree of each vertex p of Lξ is at most three. If p is a branch
point, then the tangent vector of an edge at p coincides with one of the
tangent vectors of the other edges at p but is linearly independent of the
third. If p is an ordinary point, the tangent vectors of the edges at p are
linearly independent.

We note here that the condition (a) implies that \J(Lξr\N) is a discrete
set on JV.

THEOREM 1 Let M, N and h be the same as in Proposition and let
N' = N\J(\JLξ) be a closed submanifold with branches Lξ. If each Lξ has a
metric of class C% then there exists a Cs-extension g of the metric ti of N\
obtained from h and those metrics of Lξ's.

PROOF. We shall first extend h' to a neighborhood of each point p € N\
(i) The case p e N—\JLξ. Let {w1, u2, ..., um} be a canonical coordinate

system of M with respect to N on a neighborhood U(p) of p in M such that
We extend ti\Nfr\U(p) to a metric gp on U(p) by

hi

0

0

/

where {hij} is the metric tensor expressing the Riemannian metric h on N.
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(ii) The case p e Nr\Lξ. There exists a local coordinate system
{u1, u2, •••, if1} of M, on a neighborhood U(p) of p in M, such that U(p)r\Lς= 0
for £=££, and

iV A ff(p) = {q e C/(p); z/+ι(<7) = = «m(<?) = 0}

We extend k'\N'r\U(p) to a metric gp on U(p) by

/ ; 0

0

o OΛB+!„•+

0

o

w h e r e hn+ιn+ι is t h e m e t r i c of L ( .
(iii) The case p e Lξ is an ordinary point but not a vertex. There

exists a local coordinate system {a1, «2, ..., um} of M, on a neighborhood U(p)
of p in Λf, such that Ls>N'r\ U(p) ={qe U(p); u\q) = ...= u

m(q) = 0}. We
extend ti\N'r\U(p) to a metric gp on Ϊ7(p) by

0

0

where hu is the metric of Lξ.
(iv) The case where p e Lξ is a vertex and an ordinary point.
Let Hi, H2 be the segments of Lξ with p as the common endpoint. By the

condition (d) in the definition of a closed submanifold with branches, the
tangent vectors of Hi and H2 at p are linearly independent. Hence there
exists a local coordinate system {w1, a2, .., um}, on a neighborhood U(p) of />
in M such that

HιΓ\U(p)={q€U(p); ul(q)^0, u\q) = ... = a*(?) = 0},

We extend ti\N'r\U(p) to a metric gp on U(p) by

Hi 0
0 k

0

22
0

δ
Xμ
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where hn (or fe) is the metric of Hx (or H2).
(v) The ease where p is a branch point of Lξ.
Let #0, Hu H2 be the segments of Lξ with p as the common endpoint.

Assume that the tangent vectors of Ho and Hi at p coincide with each other.
Then there exists a local coordinate system {u1, u2, ••, um} on a neighborhood
£/(p) of p in M such that

(Ho W-fli) Π C/(p) - {? 6 ί7(p) i*2<?) = = um (q) = 0},

and H2r\U(p)=iqeU(q); u2(q)^>0, u

1(q) = u3(q)= ... = M * ( ? ) =

We extend ti\NrΓ\U(p) to a metric g> on ί/(p) by

Λu 0 : n

0 h22\
 u

0 I SXμ
•

where hn (or .A22) is the metric of iίo and iϊi (or JJ2).
Define a Rίemannian metric g 0 on the open submanifold M—Nr and then

smoothly unify the metric g0 on M—Nf and g> σn Ϊ7(p) given in (i)~(v) by a
partition of unity. Then we get a desired extension. Q. E. D.

3 Totally Geodesic Case

We shall denote a Riemannian manifold M with the Riemannian metric
g by (M, g ). A geodesic of (M, g ) is called an M-geodesic. Let N be a
connected submanifold of M with the Riemann structure derived from (M, g).
N' is called totally geodesic in a strong sense if the following two conditions
are satisfied :

(a) each iV-geodesic is an M-geodesic,
(b) there exists an open set U of M containing N such that each

M-geodesic in U joining two points of N is an JV-geodesic and such that, for
every piecewise differentiable curve a in U joining two points of N and not
contained in N, there exists a piecewise differentiable curve in JV, which joins
the same points and whose length is less than that of a.

THEOREM 2 Let M be an m-dimensional, separable, differentiable manifold
of class Cr(r^>4), and let N be a connected closed submanifold of class
Cs+1(l<s<Lr — 3) with a Riemannian metric h of class Cs. Then there exists a
Cs-extension g of h such that (iV, h) is totally geodesic in a strong sense under g.

Moreover if N is compact, the extension g above stated can have the more
property that, for every pair (p, q) of points of N, there exists at least one
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M-geodesic from p to q, whose length is the distance between these points and
all such M-geodesics lie completely within N.

PROOF, (i) Let W be a tubular neighborhood (of class Cr~2) of TV in M
(e.g. [3], Theorem 9, p. 73) and let π be the projection of W on N. Then
there exists an open covering {Vξ} of N consisting of coordinate neighborhoods
of iV, open subsets Uξ of π~ι(yξ) containing Vξ, and (7~2-diffeomorphisms
fξ\ Uξ-+Vξ x Rm~n such that the diagram

is commutative, where π' is the natural projection. The local coordinate
system V , M 2

Γ / }
 o n Vξ a n ( * the coordinates un+1, •••,um of Rm~n give a

coordinate system to V^xRm~n and consequently to Uξ by fj1.
We extend h\Vξ to a Riemannian metric to Uξ by

0

0 δx

Since M is a normal topological space, there exists an open neighborhood U
of N such that NC UCUC Wί7 .̂ Define a Riemannian metric g0 on the open
manifold M— U. Then, by a partition of unity, smoothly unify g0 on M— U
and those metrics on Uξ's defined above. It is easily seen that the metric g
which results is an extension of h.

(ii) We prove that N is totally geodesic in a strong sense in (M, g). Let
ϊ: I->N be an iV-geodesic, where /is a closed real interval. Let {w1, u2

y ,um}
be the local coordinate system on Uξ, defined in (i). The system is compatible
with the fibre structure of W. In terms of a local coordinate system
{u1, a?, •••, um), t-+r(t)eN satisfies the second order differential equations

dt2

diί duj

dt dl
= 0 (X<Lh],l<,n\

where \ v..\ is the Christoffel symbol for hij. Since

λ
βv

λ
βv

0

if 1<U, A, v<,n,

if at least one of λ, β, v is larger than n,
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ϊ is also a geodesic in (Af, g).
Each M-geodesic in U joining two points of JV lies completely within JV.

For let ϊ: I-+ϊ(I) CU be an M-geodesic joining two points of JV, where
/ = [a, &]. The geodesic satisfies the equations

d2uι

dt2

Since UH

I ] dij

dt
duj

dt
( l 5Sΐ, /, z ^

for Ẑ >« + 1,

~ = o

Therefore, for each l^>
du'
dt

= const. On the other hand, since

uι(r(aj) = uι(ϊ(b)) = 0, there exists c such that a<c<b and - ~ - =0. Hence

—^- = 0 on / and consequently uι(ϊ(t)) = 0 (t e /). Therefore we conclude

that r(I)CN.
For every piecewise differentiable curve a: I^>U joining two points of

JV but not contained in JV, there exists a piecewise differentiable curve on JV
joining the same points whose length is less than that of a. For since a is
not contained in JV, for some ί(n+l^ί^τn), there exists c such that «<c<6

and —%— φ 0. The length I of a with respect to g is
dt c

'2

The last integral is the length of the curve π(a)CN obtained by projecting
a to N by it.

(iii) Compact case. Let g be the extension of h obtained in (i) and K
the diameter of N with respect to g. Let π: U-^N be the projection of the
tubular neighborhood U of N in (i). Since N is compact, there exists an ε>0
such that, for each point p of JV, the spherical neighborhood S€(p) of p with
radius ε is contained in U. Then U = \J S€(p) is a tubular neighborhood of

peN

N contained in U. We define an extension of h to U by

"0

0 (βK/ε)2)
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On the other hand, we define a Riemannian metric on M~Uf\ where
Un"= \J Ssι2(p). The metric gu obtained by smoothly unifying the metrics

pe N

on U and M—Ό" by a partition of unity, is a desired one.
For, in the same way as in (ii), it can be verified that gγ is an extension

of h such that (N, h) is totally geodesic in a strong sense. Since N is compact
and each M-geodesic is an iV-geodesic, for every pair (p, q) of points of N
there exists at least one Λf-geodesic on N joining p and q whose length is the
distance between p and q with respect to gλ.

Next we shall show that all such M-geodesics lie completely within N.
Since (TV, h) is totally geodesic in a strong sense, all M-geodesics in U" from
p to q are contained in N. On the other hand, let a: I=[a, bJ-+M be a
parametrized piecewise differentiable curve of M from p = a(a) to q = a(b\
not contained in Ό". Let qx — a{c) be the first point at which a(J) meets
M— JJ" as the parameter t runs on / from a to b. Then the length lχ of the
subarc α(/i), h — [_a, c], with respect to gι is larger than K. For

l/2

at

Hence the length of a(I) is larger than the diameter of N. Q. E. D.

4 Boundedness

LEMMA 1 Let M be a separable connected differentiable manifold, and N
a closed submanifold of M. Then there exists a denumerable collection of
piecewise differentiable linear graphs Lξ in M such that N\j(\JLξ) is a
connected closed submanifold with branches.

PROOF. Let {£//} be a denumerable increasing sequence of connected
open set such that U{ are compact, U{ CUi+1 and \Jϋt: = M. Then each C/,
meets at most a finite number of components of N, because U{ is compact and
N is a closed submanifold.

Let Kj-i be the union of the components of N meeting Uj-ι and assume
that we have a connected closed submanifold Kj-ι\J(\JLξ) = K'j-1 with
branches such that L/s are finite in number and Lξ C E/y-i. Let Nλ be a
component of N meeting Uj and not contained in Kj-χ. Then there exists a
piecewise differentiable simple curve L such that LίΛNi and LΓ\Kr

j-ι are the
endpoints of L, Kj-^NiKJL is a connected closed submanifold with branches
and L is contained in Uj — Uk, where k is the largest integer so that we can
find such a curve. Therefore it must be noticed that the component of
M—VUΛ\ meeting L contains no point of Ky_x.
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Inductively we can construct a connected closed submanifold Kj with
branches such that KJ^KJ-U Kj contains all components of N meeting Uj
and the branches are contained in Uj. The set KJKj is a desired one.

For it is obvious that \JKJ satisfies the last three of the conditions (a),
(b), (c) and (d) of a closed submanifold with branches. In order to prove
that \jKrj satisfies (a), it is sufficient to show that each Uj meets at most a
finite number of piecewise differentiable linear graphs L/s. Now assume
that some Uj meets infinitely many i/s . On the other hand, since Uj+ι — Uj
is locally connected and Uj+ι — Uj is compact, the components of Uj+i — Uj
interjecting both M—Uj+ι and Uj are finite in number. Hence one of them,
C, and also the component of M— Uj containing C meets at least two, L\ L",
of Lξ's such that, for some integer Z, I!CK\ and L" contains a simple curve
joining K\ and a component Nι of N meeting [7/+1, This contradicts our
construction of {Lξ}. Q. E. D.

THEOREM 3 Let M, N and h be the same as in Theorem 2 (except that N is
connected). If the sum a of diameters of components of N with respect to h is
finite, then for arbitrarily given δ>0 there exists a Cs-extension gr of h to M
such that the diameter of M under gf is less than a + d.

PROOF. The proof is similar to [_4Γ\. Let Nf = N\J i\JLξ) be the con-
nected closed submanifold with branches, obtained in Lemma 1. In each
Lξ(ξ — 1, 2, .)j we define a metric of class Cs so that its diameter is equal to
2~ξ~ιδ. Thus we get a metric h! of class Cs defined on N' such that ti\N = h
and the diameter of If under ti is less than a + (δ/2).

Using a tubular neighborhood W of N (of class Cr~2) and U as in the proof
of Theorem 2, we have a Cs-extension g of lί to M by Theorem 1. We may
choice W so that the distance <Pι(p)=d(p, N') (p e W) is compatible with the
fibre structure of W, where d is the distance with respect to g (cf. Section 3).
Then d(p, N') (p e M—U) is a continuous function on M—U. Therefore there
exists a differentiable function <P2 of class Cs defined on M — U such that

<P2(p)>d(p,N') (peM-U).

We smoothly unify φλ on W and φ2 on M— U by a partition of unity and
denote the Cs-tunction which results on M by Ψ. Here note that, for every
point p 6 M,

(1) <P(p)>d(p,N')

and Ψ — <Pι on U.
We can define a (7-extension g of K to M such that, for every point p of

M, d'(p, If)^δ/4: where d' is the distance with respect to g . For let K be a
positive number such that K>kπ/δ2 and put gf = e~2Kφ2g. Then it is a
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Riemannian metric on M (conformal to g) and is a C5-extension of ti to M,
since φ(p) = φλ{p) = d(p> N') = 0 for ptN'.

We shall show that, for every ε>0, every point p of M can be joined to
N' by a curve of length <(ί/4) + ε with respect to g. There exists a point
q e Nr and a piecewise differentiable curve a in M", from p to 9, of length I
with respect to g such that

(2) d(p, N')<,d(p, q)<:i<d(p, i>0 + ε

Let s-+a(s) be a parametric representation of a, where s is the length of
the subarc of a from <7=α(0) to a(s) with respect to g. Then by (1) and (2)

s - ε < d(α(s

Hence the length ΐ of a with respect to g is estimated as follows:

ε /> C ε

e~ s ds <C —*— "4" i c~ s ds.
o 4 Jo

Since ε is arbitrary, d'(p, N') is not larger than 5/4. Q.E.D.

4 Completeness

LEMMA 2 ([4]) Lei (M, g ) fee α separable, connected Riemannian manifold.
Then there exists a complete Riemannian metric g0 which is conformal to g
and go^>g.

PROOF. Let {[/,-} be a denumerable increasing sequence of connected
open sets such that U{ are compact, ί/fCR +i and \jUi=M. For every £I>1,
we define a Riemannian metric on the set U2i+ι — U2i-2 (Uo= 0) by gi — g/K],
where Ki = Min {1, the distance between U2i~i and M—U2i, with respect to g}.
Then we smoothly unify the metrics g{ on Z72/+i — ̂ 2 -̂2 G = l ? 2, •••) by a
partition of unity. Then the Riemannian metric g0 which results is conformal
to g and go^>g. We note here that go—gi on Z72i- — C72/-i and do(U2i, βW-O^l?
where d0 is the distance with respect to go

We shall show that g 0 is complete. Let Q = {pi} be a Cauchy sequence
with respect to g0. Then Q is contained in some Uk. For if not, for every
point pi e Q, there exists an integer I and a point pj e Q, such that p, e C/2/-i
and pj^U2h Consequently do(pί, pj)^do(U2h C/2/_i)^l. This contradicts
the fact that Q is a Cauchy sequence. Thus Q converges to a point of Uky

because Uk is compact. Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 4 Let M, N and h be the same as in Theorem 2. // M is con-
nected and h is complete, then there exists a Cs-extension g of h to M such that
(M, g) is complete and N is totally geodesic in a strong sense.

PROOF. Let gλ be an extension of hi (Theorem 2) and define a complete
Riemannian metric g[ on M—N such that gΊ7>gi (Lemma 2).

Let {Ui} be an increasing sequence of open sets such that U{ are compact,
UiCUi+ϊ and \jUj = M. We now define an open set W containing N as
follows: let p be a point in NίΛ(Ui — E/i_i) (Uo = 0) and W(p) a spherical
neighborhood of p with radius < l / ί (with respect to gi) whose closure is
compact and is contained in a coordinate neighborhood of M on which a
canonical coordinate system with respect to N is defined. Since Nr\φi — Ui-i)
is compact, there exists a finite number of points, pu ,p*, in it such that

VJW(pj)^Nr\φi-Ui-.ι). Then the closure of \jW(pj) = Wi is compact.

Denote \j Wi by W. W is a complete metric space with respect to the natural
distance d\ derived from gu because (N, hi) is complete.

By a partition of unity, we smoothly unify gι on W and g{ on M—N.
Then we have a Riemannian metric g such that g^gi on JF and g=g[ on

We shall show that g is complete. Let Q be a Cauchy sequence with
respect to g. If infinitely many points p, 's of <2 are contained in W, Qi={p{}
is also a Cauchy sequence with respect to gu because g^gi on W. Since ίF
is complete with respect to du Qi (and also Q) converges to a point.

Suppose that infinitely many points p{ of Q are contained in M—W. Let
<x(hj) be a piecewise differentiate curve from p, to p ; , whose length L(α (£,/))
with respect to g is less than d(pi, pi) + (l/2/ + y). If a(ί, j) is contained in
M—W, L(a(ί, /)) is equal to the length of α(ι, /) with respect to g{. Therefore,
if infinitely many curves a(i, f) are contained in M—W, a subsequence of Q
is a Cauchy sequence with respect to g[ and converges to a point, because
(M—N,g[) is complete. If infinitely many curves ct(ί, j) meet JF, for each k
we choose a point qk of a(i,j)Γ\W. Then {^} is a Cauchy sequence in W
with respect to g , for if qk e a(i, /) and qk, e α(ΐ', /) then

) + L(

^d(Ph pi) + d(p, , p, ,)^d(Ph pi) + d(p, , p, ,) + d(Plv, py,) + (1/2-0 + (1/2IV^V).

Hence the Cauchy sequence {qk} in JΓ, with respect to g , converges to a
point. Q.E.D.
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